THE ACCESS CONTROL PLATFORM THAT CONNECTS
Over the past two decades, Open Options has developed numerous unified partnerships across all areas of the industry, including video management, elevator systems, critical communications and many more. These partnerships allow DNA Fusion to be the most connected and cutting-edge access control platform available today, and provide a seamless, best-of-breed security solution for each user.
DNA Fusion offers a complete access control solution for any organization ranging from the multi-campus enterprise to a single lobby entrance. DNA Fusion allows users to monitor and manage several integrated systems through one common interface.

By combining access control, IP video management, critical communications and more, DNA Fusion is designed to provide the simplest and most complete security solution available. Features such as “drag and drop” functionality, custom menus, and advanced alarm handling with routing and escalation are just a few of the components that make DNA Fusion the most reliable and effective source for any organization’s access control requirements.

Open Options understands that no two installations are exactly the same and that every client has different security needs. DNA Fusion was developed to include broad customization features and integration options, providing the best system possible regardless of the facility.
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DNA Fusion is designed with an open platform approach that delivers all the power and features available in a clean and easy-to-use interface. When integrated with other Open Options products, such as OpenDX, Photo ID, or with any of our leading technology partners’ products, DNA Fusion delivers the best fit possible for any client.

- **InfoReady™ Design** provides easy and immediate access to all of your system data.
- **Personnel Groups** simplifies the management of people and access levels.
- **Drag and Drop** makes system setup and navigation quick and simple.
- **System Wide Macros** deliver a powerful way to link any system event to any host-based or system action.
- **Simple Scheduling** lets you schedule any system action or event once or on a recurring basis.
- **Global Hardware Edit and Control** gives you the power to modify and control multiple hardware objects at once.
- **Tenants (Segmented Database)** allows viewing of people and hardware relative to a local site.
- **Integrated Photo ID** streamlines the creation of secure access credentials and photo verification.
- **Advanced User Interface** customizes tool bars, windows and the operator environment to fit your needs.